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About This Game

Fall into a world of bizarre contraptions and alchemical machinery with The Room, a BAFTA award-winning 3D puzzler from
Fireproof Games. Follow a trail of cryptic letters and solve many unique devices in ever more extraordinary places, on a time-

spanning journey where machinery meets myth.

The Room PC is a fully-enhanced HD release of Apple's 2012 iPad Game Of The Year, including the 'EPILOGUE' DLC that
adds 20% more content and play time to the original release. This PC version of the game has been many months in the making

and has involved recreating almost every asset in the game from the ground up.

Fireproof Games are a small independent team working in Guildford in the UK. We self-published our first game The Room in
September 2012 and were stunned with both the critical success and our new-found fan-base, not to mention multiple

international awards. The Room has changed our lives and we hope you enjoy playing it as much as we enjoyed making it.
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Header Goyl. Played this from the Steam Spring Cleaning event finally. It feels like a sub-puzzle genre of have-a-few-hour-
before-araid-or-dungeons-need-rubix-cube-experience-kthxbye.

Some odd nit-picky leaps of logic but otherwise all around rewarding quick puzzle experience.. Great game! Looks absolutely
stunning! Really rewarding going through the puzzles!
I really do not want to spoil anything, but spent about 2h30 while doing other things so for the cheap price tag was really worth
it!

If you are a fan of binging youtube puzzle videos like I am, this is definitely one to add to your library!

Really recommend playing this without hints as they do make it slightly too easy, enjoyed being stuck on a couple of them and
having to mess around with different things!

Make sure to read all the notes (not too many don't worry) to understand the story!

Look forward to picking up the second one and giving it a playthrough on stream without being too Pepega. An absolute joy to
play. If you like puzzles, you need this game.
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